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Summary 

1. The booklet received a very positive comments regarding its content with all 

participants ranking its quality as very good (7), good (11) or adequate (2).  

2. The reading time of booklet was between 10 and 20 minutes. 

3. Proof reading for translated leaflets should be conducted before publication. 

4. Participants found the booklet easy to read and said it is a good introduction to NHS 

services for newcomers in Aberdeen. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Know Who To Turn Campaign explains to members of the community where they should 

turn to with their illnesses in order to ensure a speedier recover and making sure NHS services 

are run efficiently. The booklet is distributed to local local GPs, pharmacies, hospitals and it is 

also available online. This report looked into the translated versions of the booklet to 

investigate if translations get the message across in an efficient way and if they do not cause 

any confusion for readers. Consequently, in July and August of 2016, the study has been 

conducted with the members of ethnic minorities. This report presents the findings from this 

investigation, which are divided into a number of sections. Firstly, research methods and the 

participants will be discussed. Secondly, the readability of the booklet will be investigated. 

Then, the language and jargon will be analysed. Lastly, possible improvements as suggested 

by participants will be presented. Each area of improvement will be supported by comments 

made by contributors. Last but not least, in Appendix 1 the reader can see language mistakes 

as identified by participants.  

 

                                                           
1 Health Link Worker at GREC, 41 Union Street Aberdeen AB11 5BN, piotr@grec.co.uk   
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2. Research Methods 

The main research method was in-depth interviews with member of the ethnic minority 

communities in Aberdeen. There were 20 participants. Each of them received the booklet in 

their mother tongue (Bulgarian, Russian, Polish, Portuguese, Simplified Chinese, Lithuanian, 

Romanian, and Latvian)2. In addition, one native speaker and two Slovaks looked at the English 

version of the booklet. Each booklet was read by at least one qualified interpreter. In addition 

some of them were read by ordinary members of community. This approach allowed to 

investigate both the quality of translation as well as the language used in the text. As they read 

they were asked to circle any misleading, confusing words or any parts which they would not 

understand. The time it took each participant to read through the booklet was also recorded. 

Afterwards, they were asked a subjective question on what they think about the booklet and all 

circled words were discussed page by page. Finally, they answered on the questions in the 

survey, which were recorded by interviewer, which included readability, language and any 

suggestions for improvement. The survey is available in Appendix 2. 

3. Readability 

One of the significant attributes of a successful leaflet is how it communicates its message to a 

reader. The usage of printed leaflets is very popular in health settings and members of 

community have access to a variety of printed materials. In this study the readability of the 

Know Who To Turn To booklet was investigated. The reading time for participants was 

between 10 and 20 minutes, which allowed them to fully familiarise themselves with the 

content. The majority of participants said that there is no need to speed up the readability. 

However, some of them recommended the following changes: 

A. In the Russian version to use more short sentences rather than a long one. 

B. In the Chinese version to add pictures as the current version of the booklet does not 

include any colour or pictures. 

C. To remove words such as “you” in the Lithuanian version as it is a literal translation 

from English to Lithuanian. Thus, it does not read naturally.  

D. To explain that the booklet goes from small to bigger injuries so it would be easier to 

follow and identify information one is searching for. 

                                                           
2 The leaflets can be downloaded from Health Information Resources Service (NHS Grampian) at www.nhsghpcat.org [Accessed 4/08/16] 

http://www.nhsghpcat.org/
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All participants said that the text was easy to understand for any person no matter what their 

educational background. Some of comments included: 

“Short description of things” 

“Language is easy enough” 

“Clear headlines” 

“No idioms” 

“Written in my language” 

“Big letters, easy language and good graphics” 

“Brief” 

What is more, they found it easy to follow: 

“Nicely organised, colourful, not only text” 

“Is divided one service per page” 

4. Language 

The usage of language is another important issue as these materials have been translated in 

various languages. It was necessary to examine the quality of translation and if it allows a 

reader to understand the message in the text. Furthermore, as it is not possible to translate the 

booklet into all languages, it was necessary to investigate if the English version uses plain 

enough language for a no-native speaker. The results show that participants were divided on 

the question if more common words and phrases would make a difference. Eight of them 

suggested that some changes would be beneficial.  

A. In the Polish version to switch words “Panstwo” (Sir or Madam) on “ty” (you) as it 

would make the text more personal. 

B. In the Portuguese version to rethink the translation of “self-management” as it sounds 

more like a business expression rather than a health one. 

C. To explain what council areas “Grampian” covers. 

D. To explain on the first page what NHS means. 

E. In Chinese, “Minor Ailments service” is confusing and a participant was not sure if it 

is free of charge or not. 

F. In Chinese “Minor Ailments Service” and “A&E” have not been translated. 
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Each booklet has a number of language mistakes. They can include missing letters, wrong 

accents, grammar mistakes and sentence order.  The whole list of language mistakes is 

available in Appendix 1. Overall, the language mistakes did not cause a reader to not 

understand the text. However, in two cases the language was different than it was supposed to 

be:  

A. In the Romanian version on pages 16 and 18 some sentences are in Portuguese.  

B. The introduction page for Russian booklet is in Bulgarian.  

Other mistakes included: 

A. Not all words in the Simplified Chinese version have been simplified so participants 

suggested to call it Chinese rather than “simplified” as it may confuse potential readers. 

B. In the Bulgarian version a polite form should be written with a capital letter. 

C. Sickness in Lithuanian is sometimes in plural and other times in singular. 

Regarding the English version, participants found it easy to read as a basic vocabulary has been 

used. Nevertheless, they pointed out that it may have been easier for newcomers to receive an 

information in their mother tongue. 

5. Improvement and Additional Information 

This section shall look at what can be improved in the booklet and what additional information 

could be possibly added. The majority of participants (18) said that the booklet can be 

improved. Their comments included: 

A. Many of the booklets do not have all words translated on the first page. Consequently, 

if one does not know any English the front page is unlikely to attract attention or draw 

people to read the booklet. A participant suggested to translate all words on the front 

page and leave English words in brackets.  

B. In Polish, time is rarely described by am and pm. Thus it should be described at 14:00 

not 2pm. In other languages it was suggested to not mix pm/am with other time styles. 

C. In the Romanian version the text should account for female and male readers, but it 

does only one of them (male). 

D. There should be clarity on what to do if one calls Language Line and is not able to 

communicate in English sufficiently to say their name and the phone number. 
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As discussion progressed on the booklet, people (14) suggested what could be possibly added. 

These comments do not represent necessary changes, but rather advice on what they would like 

to see in the next edition as this information would be of interest for them. 

A. To add at the end of the booklet an appendix with the list of sicknesses and what service 

should be the first point of contact. It would allow members of public to identify the 

right service fast. Secondly, more sickness could be included in the index than there are 

now in the booklet. 

B. Provide more information about pregnancy and maternity unit, especially who to get in 

touch with. 

C. In the self-care section to explain what “well-stock” means. Furthermore, it should be 

clarified how long one should treat their sickness themselves before consulting a 

professional. 

D. In the pharmacy section to clarify who is exempt from prescription charges. 

E. There is no information that emergency services are free of charge 

F. It would be beneficial to add a link to find more details online. 

G. Provide contacts to different organisations which could possibly help out with self-

management. 

H. The explanation is needed on whether opticians or dentists are free of charge. 

I. There could possibly be an extra page explaining some main differences between 

services offered in Scotland and people’s home country. 

J. Add information about emergency contraception to pharmacy. 

K. Add information in what circumstances one can request an emergency appointment in 

the GP. 

Conclusion 

Overall, the participants provided very positive comments on the Know Who To Turn To 

booklet. They found it a very good and brief introduction to NHS services, especially when the 

information is translated. However, they voiced concerns regarding some of the translations as 

its quality may put a reader off or put in doubt the quality or reliability of the information being 

provided. It would be recommended to do proof reading for translated leaflets as wrong 

translations may cause confusion among members of the community. Consequently, they may 

not get in touch with the right contact when they feel sick. 
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6. Appendix 1 – Written Comments from Participants 

Only pages with comments have been scanned.  

Bulgarian, pages: 7-9 

Chinese, pages: 10-20 

Latvian, pages: 21-22 

Lithuanian, pages: 23-36 

Polish, pages: 37-41 

Portuguese, pages: 42-43 

Romanian, pages: 44-45 

Russian, pages: 46-49 
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7. Appendix 2 – Survey  

Please read this NHS booklet Know Who To Turn To Campaign. It explains where you should 

go with various sickness. Take as much time as you need to understand the text. If you find 

any uncommon words or phrases which do not make sense please circle them as we will speak 

about them. 

Overall 

1. How would you rank the quality of leaflet? 

A. Very Good  

B. Good  

C. Adequate 

D. Poor 

E. Very Poor 

2. How long does it take to read the leaflet? (Record Time) 

 

Readability  

3. Is there any way to speed up the readability of the booklet? (If no answer, please ask 

about difficult words, complicated sentences and heavy information) 

 

4. Was the text easy to understand? 

a. Yes  

b. No 

5. Why Yes or No? 

 

 

6. Did you find the booklet easy to follow? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

7. Why? 
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Language 

8. Do you feel that more common words and phrases would make the text easier to 

understand? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

9. Please give examples 

 

 

10. Do you feel this leaflet can be understood by everyone? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

11. Why? 

 

 

Conclusions 

12. Can the leaflet be improved? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

13. If Yes how? 

 

 

 

14. Would you like any information to be added to the leaflet? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

15. If Yes, what? 
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